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ABSTRACT
In systems with non-volatile main memories (NVMMs), program-

mers must carefully control the order in which writes become

persistent. Otherwise, what will remain in persistence after a crash

may be unusable upon recovery. Prior art has already explored

semantic models for specifying this persist order, but most en-

forcement algorithms for the order are not scalable to large server

machines because they assume that the machine contains only one

or two memory controllers. In this paper, we describe a collection of

provably-correct algorithms for enforcing the persist-order across

writes, generated at many different cores, and persisted across nu-

merous different memory controllers. Relative to existing solutions,

our algorithms improve performance by 48% by reducing both

traffic and serialization overheads.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Non-volatile main memories (NVMMs), such as phase-change mem-

ory (PCM) [46], resistive RAM (ReRAM) [38], and 3D Xpoint [31],

are likely to bring profound changes to many aspects of computer

systems. Like DRAM, these devices are byte-addressable, and pro-

grams interact with them using the traditional load/store (read-

/write) interface. Unlike DRAM, but like disk, these devices are

non-volatile — their contents are guaranteed to survive a power

outage. As such, NVMMs are poised to provide a medium for fast,

durable storage. Given their non-volatile property, NVMM are also

referred to as persistent memories.

Unfortunately, from the perspective of durable storage, NVMMs

are somewhat undermined by the fact that processor caches and
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registers lose their contents on power failure. Consequently, barring

additional effort, data in NVMMs is likely to be unusable after a

power failure because processor caches and registers lose their

contents on power failure — what will survive in NVMM is that

data that was not held within the cache hierarchy at the time of

failure. As a consequence, NVMMs require programs to carefully

control the order in which their writes reach persistent memory.

A failure in the middle of a linked-list insertion, for example, may

lead to a post-crash dangling reference, if the “next” pointer of

the predecessor node is written into persistent memory while the

pointed (inserted) node itself remains in a cache.

To give programmers a tool to manage the order of writes to per-

sistent memory, modern ISAs provide a memory persistency model,
which is a set of instructions that control the order in which writes

to NVMM become persistent, such that they will be visible after

a power failure [35]. The memory persistency model is specified

in conjunction with of the similar, yet, different, memory consis-
tency model, which describes the order in which concurrent threads’
updates become visible to each other. These models are generally

orthogonal (two ISAs might implement the same persistency model

on top of different consistency models), but their interactions are

generally tightly coupled — a persistency model might leverage the

memory consistency model to induce orderings.

A growing body of research [20–23, 32, 35, 40, 41] explores ISAs

and supporting micro-architectures to enforce these ordering con-

straints. Despite this previous work, scalability of persistence or-

dering support still remains an issue for NVMMs. Most previous

work only considers the ordering of NVMM writes through one or

two memory controllers [4, 20–23, 32, 40], but modern servers can

include many memory controllers scattered across multiple sock-

ets [15]. Enforcing ordering constraints between writes generated

at many different cores and written into NVMM (that is, persisted) at
many different memory controllers requires an efficient algorithm

to capture and enforce these constraints.

In this paper, we propose a set of novel distributed algorithms for

ordering writes to persistent memory on a large, shared-memory

computer system. Our collection of algorithms, whichwe call Vector

ORdered Persistence ALgorithms (Vorpal), uses a vector clock [12,

30] representation to (1) construct a partial order over the writes to

NVMM and (2) efficiently enforce their order at multiple memory

controllers.

In particular, this paper makes the following contributions:

• We describe a basic vector clock algorithm for enforcing

write order to persistent memories and demonstrate that

it can implement the acquire-release memory persistency

(ARP) model, defined in Section 2.2.3.

• We address the scalability problems in vector clocks as a

write orderingmechanism in cache-coherent, shared-memory
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Figure 1: System overview Shows the expected memory system

layout of a scale-up server with NVMM and DRAM. The left-hand

side of the figure highlights the persistent write ordering problem

where instructions ‘Store A’ and ‘Store B’ generate ordered writes.

The right-hand side of the figure shows the participating entities

of Vorpal inside a socket.

systems with a large number of memory controllers with

other, more advanced, new vector clock algorithms.

• We provide safety and liveness proofs for each of the pro-

posed algorithms.

2 BACKGROUND
This section describes the necessary architecture and theory back-

ground for situating the Vorpal algorithms, which use vector clocks

to represent and enforce ordering across updates to persistent mem-

ory.

2.1 System Model
Future scale-up servers are expected to have tens of sockets, hun-

dreds of cores, and tens of memory controllers controlling terabytes

of memory [15]. In this work, we target a large, cache-coherent,

shared-memory server that is divided into sockets, each of which has
cores that execute programs and generate writes to persistent mem-

ory, memory controllers or MCs that persist the writes to NVMMs

(see Figure 1), and a single gateway node used to manage asynchro-

nous cross-socket communication (and used as a convenient point

for processing outgoing messages from the socket). Without loss

of generality, we assume single-threaded cores (e.g. hyperthreads

can be considered two logically distinct cores). The components

of this system are connected by an asynchronous, loss-less, FIFO,

bounded-delay network (the memory bus) with no out-of-thin-air

messages (every message received was sent and is not corrupted).

Given a write’s physical address, there is exactly one controller

that can persist it [19]. Note that successive ordered writes to per-

sistent memory from a single core may be persisted at different

memory controllers (see Figure 1, left-hand side).

2.2 Programming Model
2.2.1 Memory Regions. Our programming model assumes that a

program’s address space is divided into a transient and persistent re-
gion [36], both accessible via the traditional load/store (read/write)

interface. For a given memory access, the hardware can determine

whether it is persistent or not by its address. In the transient re-

gion, the program keeps state that it does not require to survive a

crash, e.g., run-time variables that need not be persistent and can

be regenerated at recovery such as locks, certain indexes, and (most

likely) the stack. Since the transient region does not need to be

usable in the wake of a crash, it is generally expected to be faster

and might even reside in DRAM. Traditional programs without

the use of NVMM can be viewed as programs that only contain a

transient region. Figure 1 shows how the transient and the persis-

tent regions are clearly separated between the DRAM and NVMM

DIMMs, respectively.

In the persistent region, the program keeps state that it requires

to survive a crash. This region resides in NVMM. The programmer

must ensure that its state is updated in an order that allows it to

be usable after a crash (For instance, in a linked-list insertion, the

inserted node must be made persistent before the pointer to it, in

order to avoid a dangling pointer in the event of a crash).

2.2.2 Memory Consistency. As with any parallel programming

model on a shared-memory system (including those without persis-

tent memory), our programming model uses a memory consistency
model. A memory consistency model is a semantic model that de-

scribes the order in which an individual thread’s memory updates

become visible to other, concurrently running, threads. We chose

the release consistency memory model [14] for this purpose. The

release consistency model corresponds closely to that of the ARM

v8 instruction set [3].

For single-threaded programs, release consistency is simple. A

store instruction writes to a memory address, and a load instruc-

tion reads from a memory address. A load returns the value most

recently written by a store to the address, where “recently” is with

respect to the thread’s executed program-order (<PO ).

In multi-threaded programs, release consistency also defines

the order in which one thread’s stores become visible to other

threads (called the release-acquire order [1] and written as ≺RA). A

load returns the value of the most recent store within the release-

acquire order, defined as follows. A program’s (shared) memory

is logically divided into two types of variables. Data variables are
written-to, and read-from using normal load and store instructions.

Synchronization variables, in contrast, are written-to and read-from

exclusively using the special load-acquire and store-release instruc-
tions (abbreviated respectively as load-acq and store-rel), which

define how one thread’s writes propagate to another.

In more detail, the interaction between store-release and load-

acquire on synchronization variables defines the release-acquire or-

der (Figure 2), which in turn defines the order in which one thread’s

stores become visible to another’s loads. When a thread uses a load-

acquire to read a synchronization variable, it synchronizes-with the

last thread that used a store-release to write to that location, and

the load-acquire returns the store-release’s written value. Therefore,

when threads synchronize-with each other (e.g., by passing a lock

or flag), the first thread’s store-release precedes the second thread’s

load-acquire in release-acquire order (see Figure 2, where Thread 2

load-acquires x). Furthermore, any of the first thread’s writes (to

data or synchronization variables) that preceded the store-release

in program order must now be visible to the second thread’s reads

that follow the load-acquire (see Figure 2, where Thread 2 loads a).
The release-acquire order is also transitive — if the second thread
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Figure 2: Memory Consistency Threads’ updates become visible

to other threads using the release-acquire order under the release

consistency model. Arrows show the release-acquire relationships

between instructions, and red arrows show those relationships that

are also synchronize-with pairs.

Figure 3: Memory Persistency Threads’ updates are ordered into

persist memory under the ARP memory persistency model. Arrows

show the persist-before relationships between instructions. Pur-

ple, solid, arrows show those persist-before orderings derived from

the release-acquire order. Green, dotted arrows show those order-

ings that are not release-acquire orderings but are persist-before

orderings (ordered by the persist fence).

issues a subsequent store-release and a third thread synchronizes-

with it using a load-acquire, the third thread will also see the first

thread’s writes (see Figure 2, where Thread 3 loads b).
For example, in a lock-based programming model under release

consistency, every (data) memory location is associated with a spe-

cific lock. While a process holds a lock (a synchronization variable),

i.e., between acquiring and releasing the lock, it has sole access to

the associated memory locations (data variables), which it can read

(load) or update (store). Before the first access to a memory location,

the program must acquire the associated lock (load-acquire) and

pull the current value of the location from the last writing process

that has released the lock (via a store-release).

Note that the release-acquire order is a partial (not total) order

across instructions, thereby allowing for aggressive optimization

at the compiler and processor level. For instance, sequential stores

to data variables by a thread can be reordered with no ill effects

(they are not ordered by release-acquire and their effects are not

guaranteed to be visible to other threads until the next store-release).

It is important to also note that our memory consistency model

relies on the coherence of synchronization variables — that is, all

threads agree on the order of store-release and load-acquire’s to a

given synchronization variable and a load-acquire to that variable

will give the most recent value stored by a store-release in this same

order.

2.2.3 Memory Persistency. In persistent memory programming,

not only must define a memory consistency model, but we also

must define the persists-before order, that is, the order in which

writes (i.e, stores) become persistent by leaving the cache hierar-

chy and entering NVMM
1
. The persist-before order (which we

1
Hereafter we write "store" or "load" to refer to a store or load instruction respectively.

A store first enters the cache, then later becomes persistent once that cache-line is

written back to NVMM.

write as ⋖PB ) is controlled using an ISA level memory persistency
model, which is defined in addition to the memory consistency

model. Like the release-acquire order, the persists-before order is a

partial order, though, unlike release-acquire, persists-before only

includes stores (and store-release’s) to persistent memory addresses

(as opposed to all memory accesses). In the event of a power failure,

the programmer can expect that what will survive in NVMM is

some consistent-cut across the persists-before order: given a store

that was written to NVMM and survived a power failure, any prior

store in persists-before order should also have been written and

survived. Assuming the programmer used the persistency model

correctly, this cut should be a state from which the program can

recover its data. We chose a relatively relaxed persistency model

called acquire-release persistency (ARP) [23] in order to demonstrate

the flexibility of the Vorpal algorithms — with some work, Vorpal

should support stricter persistency models as well.

As the name suggests, ARP is a persistency model that leverages

the release consistency memory model to define the persists-before

order. In ARP, all release-acquire orderings in the memory con-

sistency model are also persists-before orderings in the memory

persistency model; given two stores S1 and S2 to persistent ad-

dresses, S1 ≺RA S2 =⇒ S1 ⋖PB S2. This rule means that if one

thread updates persistent state, then synchronizes-with another

thread, any of the second thread’s later persistent writes will be

ordered after the first thread’s (in Figure 3, Thread 1’s stores to a
and b will become persistent before its store to x , and its store to

x will become persistent before Thread 2’s store to c). This rule
simplifies reasoning for programs that are both concurrent and

use persistence. However, this rule not sufficient. Writes to persis-

tent memory might also need to be ordered within a single thread

independent of synchronization. For instance, in a linked-list inser-

tion, the inserted node must become persistent before the pointer
to it, yet these two writes are unordered by the release-acquire

order (as they are contained within a single thread). In order to

solve this problem, ARP adds a persist fence instruction that ensures

that stores that preceed the fence (in program order) persist-before

those that follow the fence: given two stores S1 and S2 to persistent
addresses and persist fence F , S1 <PO F <PO S2 =⇒ S1 ⋖PB S2).
(in Figure 3, Thread 2 ensures the otherwise unordered stores to

c and d become persistent in program order by putting a persist

fence between them, otherwise, as is the case with stores a and

b, the writes to persistent memory will be unordered). Like the

release-acquire order, the persists-before order is transitive, that is,

given three stores S1, S2, and S3 to persistent addresses, (S1 ⋖PB S2
and S2⋖PB S3) =⇒ S1⋖PB S3. Thus, in Figure 3, Thread 1’s store

to a will become persistent before Thread 2’s store to c).

2.3 Vector Clocks in Vorpal
We expect the hardware of our system to enforce the persists-

before order (⋖PB ) across the many memory controllers in dif-

ferent sockets. For correctness, at any instant in (asynchronous)

time, those stores persisted across all memory controllers must

form a consistent-cut across the persists-before order. Our Vorpal

algorithms represent this persists-before order using vector clocks.
Vector clocks [12, 30] are a well-known construct for represent-

ing logical time in a distributed system. If n is the number of nodes,
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a vector clock is an n-tuple of positive integers. Typically, each

node maintains its own copy of a vector clock and every message

between nodes is tagged with a copy of the sender’s vector clock

(we term this copy a timestamp). For a vector clock V , we note Vi
the ith entry in the vector. Vector clocks are useful in that they

represent time as a partial order: every node’s vector clock acts as

a local clock occasionally synchronized with remote clocks.

With vector clocks, a node can progress local time by increment-
ing the vector entry that corresponds to the local node by one. We

express this operation as: Vi + +, that is, an increment by 1 of the

ith entry of V . When the local node receives a message from a

remote node, it updates its local clock to include all remote clock

times prior to the message’s send time, that is, it merges its local
clock with that of the message’s send time. We express the merge

of vector clocks U and V as U ⊕ V = Z where ∀iZi = max(Vi ,Ui ).
As vector clocks describe a partial order, we can compare clocks

easily. Given clocks U and V , V ≤ U ⇐⇒ ∀iVi ≤ Ui .
In Vorpal, we use vector clocks to represent and enforce the

persist-before orderings. Every core has its own local clock stored

in a vector clock register. The size of the vector clock register at

any core is equal to the number of cores in the whole system.

Cores tag the persistent store (and store-release) instructions they

generate with a timestamp.When a core synchronizes-with another

other (i.e., when one core load-acquires another’s store-release), the

acquiring core will merge its clock with the timestamp it receives

(i.e, that timestamp attached to the store-release). In addition, each

memory controller maintains its own vector clock register, of size

again the same as the number of cores in the system, to track

what stores (and their associated timestamps) have already been

persisted. For our more advanced hierarchical Vorpal algorithm,

clock registers at each socket gateway summarize clocks within

the socket, which allows us to use smaller vector clocks (details in

Section 6).

In general, we will discuss the metadata storage cost of vector

clock registers and other costs as we procede through describing

each of the algorithms below. Detailed analysis of the costs follows

with results in Section 7.

3 OVERVIEW
Vorpal is a scalable, distributed mechanism for enforcing memory

persistency models.
2
It uses vector clocks [12, 30] for encoding

the persist-before orderings across stores and provides a scalable

distributed algorithm for persisting stores at thememory controllers

in accordance with this ordering.

Vorpal includes several variants, each of which is a refinement

of previous versions. The simplest, Vorpal0, is simple to implement

but incurs extraneous orderings between persistent stores. Its re-

finement, Vorpalchunk , operates on a group of mutually-unordered

stores rather than single stores, thereby supporting a more relaxed

persistent order (necessary for higher performance). However, nei-

ther Vorpal0 nor Vorpalchunk exploits the hierarchical nature of

systems — and for systems with many processors, these algorithms

will require very large vector clocks. To shrink the vector clocks,

we introduce VorpalH , a variant that maintains smaller clocks by

2
We chose ARP for this work, though the Vorpal mechanism should extend to any

stricter persistency model.

leveraging the hierarchical nature of modern systems [15]. For a

brief summary of the metadata cost of each algorithm, see Table 1.

3.1 Vorpal Definitions and Preliminaries
Vorpal algorithms comprise two parts: order construction and order
enforcement, each with its own requirements. We first explain both

parts, then define correctness (both safety and liveness) for the

entire class of Vorpal algorithms. Finally, we prove a theorem that

shows if Vorpal algorithms satisfy the necessary requirements for

both order construction and order enforcement, then they are safe.

We leverage this theorem in proving each Vorpal variant.

Order Construction. In the order construction part, the Vorpal

algorithm assigns vector timestamps to persistent stores (i.e., store

instructions). The order built by these timestamps, termed the clock
order, is designed to subsume the persists-before order.

In order to build the clock order, every single core maintains a

vector clock register that will represent its local and monotonically-

increasing logical time. We call this register the core vector clock.
For simpler Vorpal algorithms, this vector clock contains as many

entries as there are cores in the system (i.e., if there are N cores in

the system, each core vector clock contains N entries). Our more

advanced algorithm shrinks the register size for performance. As-

suming the Vorpal algorithm works correctly, this clock represents

the local core’s view of the persist-before order, that is:

Definition 3.1 (Order Construction Requirement). A Vorpal algo-

rithm satisfies the order construction requirement if and only if, given
stores S andT with timestampsV S

andVT
, S⋖PBT =⇒ V S < VT

.

Order Enforcement. In the order enforcement part, memory

controllers persist stores according to their clock order and, con-

sequently, their persists-before order (given that the store’s times-

tamps meet the Order Construction requirement). The controller

persists new store if and only if all preceding stores in clock-order

have been persisted, that is:

Definition 3.2 (Order Enforcement Requirement). Consider the
set of persisted stores (with their timestamps) Persisted and some

store S with vector timestamp V S
. A Vorpal memory controller

that satisfies the order enforcement requirement will increase the
set of persistent stores to Persisted := Persisted ∪ S if and only if

∀TVT < V S =⇒ T ∈ Persisted .

To do order enforcement, each memory controller maintains a

progress vector clock register to track the completion of stores. At

any given time, the progress register P is equal to the merge of

all persisted timestamps that the controller is aware of (i.e. it has

either persisted them itself or it has received notification of their

persistence from other controllers).

3.2 Correctness
As all Vorpal algorithms have a similar structure, we define our

correctness criteria (safety and liveness) here. We also prove that if

a Vorpal algorithm meets both the Order Construction and Order

Enforcement requirements, it is safe. Subsequent proofs of correct-

ness (following each variant description) will leverage this property

to demonstrate our various Vorpal algorithms are correct.
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1 // Corei State and Events (Order Construction)
2 clock_register C;
3 On: Issue persistent store or persistent store−rel S to MCs Pending set
4 Ci + +; V S

:= C ;
5 On: Issue store−rel S (non−persistent)
6 V S

:= C ;
7 On: Issue load−acq A that synchronizes−with store−rel S
8 C := C ⊕ V S ;
9 // MC State and Events (Order Enforcement)
10 clock_register P;
11 On: Occasionally
12 if(∃SS ∈ Pendinд ∧ S < Persisted ∧immediately_succeeds(P, V S ))
13 {Persisted := Persisted ∪ S ; P := P ⊕ V S ; }
14 On: Received broadcast clock B
15 P := P ⊕ B ;
16 On: Occasionally
17 Broadcast P;

Figure 4: Vorpal0: The pseudo-code for Vorpal0, the baseline ver-
sion of Vorpal. Actions of the cores and the memory controllers

(MC) for order construction and enforcement, respectively, are

shown.

Definition 3.3 (Safety). A Vorpal algorithm is safe if and only if,

at any given point in time, the set of persisted stores is a consistent-

cut across the persists-before order; that is, if a store is persisted,

all of its predecessors in persists-before order are also persisted.

Theorem 3.4 (Safety). Any Vorpal algorithm that meets both the
Order Construction and Order Enforcement requirements is safe.

Proof. By induction. Base case. Persisted = ∅. The empty

set is a consistent-cut across any partial order. Induction. We

induct across store persists. Assume Persisted is a consistent-cut

across the persist-before order and some controller adds a store

S such that Persisted ′ = Persisted ∪ S . By order enforcement, S
is only persisted ∀TVT < V S =⇒ T ∈ Persisted , and by order

construction, S⋖PBT =⇒ V S < VT
. Therefore, store S is added to

Persisted only if ∀TT⋖S,T ∈ Persisted . Since, for any partial order,
the union of two consistent-cuts (both Persisted and S and all its

predecessors) is itself a consistent-cut, Persisted ′ is a consistent-cut
across the persists-before order. □

Definition 3.5 (Liveness). A Vorpal algorithm is live if and only if,

given a long enough failure-free execution, a given persistent store

will eventually become persisted.

4 VORPAL0: BASELINE VORPAL
Having laid out the requirements for a Vorpal algorithm, we in-

troduce Vorpal0, a simple (though conservative) mechanism for

meeting the two Vorpal requirements. Subsequent sections will

refine the algorithm. Its code is shown in Figure 4 using an event-

driven programming model. For simplicity, we assume any code

block is executed atomically.

Order Construction. In Vorpal0, as with all Vorpal algorithms,

whenever a core issues a store, it tags the stores with a timestamp,

setting it to the core’s local vector clock. In Vorpal0, the algorithm

builds an over-constrained clock order using a timestamp that

contains an entry for every core in the system. At every store, the

issuing core increments its own clock for its own entry (line 3), and

tags the store with the timestamp. At every load-acquire, the core

merges the local clock with the timestamp value attached to the

corresponding store-release (line 8).

Vorpal0 meets the order construction requirement (the clock

order across stores subsumes the persist-before order). To show

this, we consider all possible ways two stores S1 and S2 to persistent
addresses can be persist-before ordered under ARP. If S1 and S2
are issued by the same thread and persist-before ordered (S1 ⋖PB
S2), they can only be persist-before ordered under ARP by some

instruction X where X is a persist fence, store-release, or load-

acquire, and S1 <PO X <PO S2. Since every store is assigned a

timestamp issued in program order, this persist-before ordering is

subsumed by the clock order. If S1 and S2 are issued by different

threads and persist-before ordered, then S1 ≺RA S2, consequently,
there is a synchronizes-with event between them. Since, when

issuing a load-acquire that synchronizes-with a store-release, a core

merges its clock with the incoming store-release’s timestamp, any

subsequent stores it issues will be clock ordered after the incoming

store-release — so the persist-before ordering is subsumed by the

clock order.

Order Enforcement. Stores issued by the cores and those al-

ready assigned a timestamp (by Order Construction) arrive at their

respective memory controllers and are placed in that controller’s

Pendinд set. Vorpal0’s memory controllers enforce the ordering

created by the processors using a simple rule that leverages its

local progress vector clock (P ), which, like the core vector clocks,
contains an entry for every core. Whenever a controller persists a

store (line 13), or discovers the store has been persisted at another

controller (line 15), it merges the store’s timestamp to its clock. In

order to ensure all stores are eventually persisted, controllers occa-

sionally broadcast their clocks to all other controllers (line 17). A

controller who receives a broadcasted timestamp value will merge

the timestamp into its own local progress clock.

To decide whether to persist a store, the memory controller

uses a notion we term immediate succession. A timestamp B is the

immediate successor of timestamp A if and only if Bi ≤ Ai for all
vector entries i , except, for some vector entry j, Bj = Aj + 1. This

is a useful concept because, if B is the immediate successor of A,
then there cannot exist a timestamp X where A < X < B. Put
another way, if X is a predecessor of B, it must be less than or

equal to A. In code, we write the test of immediate succession as

immediately_succeeds(A,B), checking if B immediately succeeds A.
In Vorpal0, a memory controller persists a pending store S it has

received with timestamp V S
if and only if the store’s timestamp

is the immediate successor to the current progress clock P . This
ensures that, for any persisting store, all of its predecessors in clock

order have already become persistent. The controller can persist

several stores at once in a batch, assuming they are all immediate

successors of its current progress clock. The ability to do so comes

from the asynchronous nature of the system (see system description

in Section 2.1), as well as, the usage of vector clocks by cores and

memory controllers in concert (as described in 2.3).

We can show that Vorpal0 meets the order enforcement require-

ment by induction on P , where our hypothesis is that any store with
a clock V ≤ P is persisted. When a controller persists some store S ,
any preceding store T ⋖ S must have a timestamp smaller than V S
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(by order construction), and, consequently, VT
must be less than

or equal to P (by the immediate succession property). Therefore T
is persistent (by induction).

Liveness. Vorpal0 is not only safe (by order construction and

enforcement), but also live. We reason by contradiction: suppose

some store S cannot be persisted and has the smallest timestamp of

any non-persisted store. Given a long enough failure-free execution,

any persistent store (including S) will be issued to their controllers.

Since S cannot be persisted, eventually all progress clocks will

reach (or exceed) a timestamp value P such that ∀T ∈PersistedV
T ≤

P , where, by safety, P ≤ S . By our contradiction assumption, S
cannot be the immediate successor to P since it cannot be persisted.

Therefore, there exists some store S ′ < Persisted where P < S ′ < S ;
yet the existence of S ′ violates our contradiction assumption that S
has the smallest timestamp of any store that cannot be persisted.

5 VORPALchunk : CHUNK-GRANULARITY
VECTOR CLOCK ORDERING

Vorpal0 is correct but introduces many extraneous clock orderings.

In particular, it assumes that all stores issued by a given thread

must persist in program order, but this constraint is in fact not

required by ARP. For instance, in Figure 3, stores to a and b would

be persisted in program order by Vorpal0, but this enforcement

is unnecessary as they are not persist-before ordered — ARP as-

sumes that a thread’s stores are unordered into persistence unless

constrained by a release-acquire ordering or persist fence.

5.1 Base Vorpalchunk
In this subsection, we introduce a relaxed version of Vorpal0, called

Vorpalchunk , which groups together stores that are unordered with

respect to one another. These groups of unordered stores, or chunks,
are those stores program-ordered between persist-before ordering

instructions (store-release, load-acquire, or persist fences), issued

from a single thread, and destined for a single memory controller

(we relax this last restriction in Section 5.2). For instance, assuming

all stores are destined for the same controller, Figure 3 contains

four chunks (a,b; x ; c; and d ,e). All stores within a chunk are all

assigned the same timestamp. Like all Vorpal algorithms, the clock

order captured by Vorpalchunk (≤C ) subsumes the persist-before

order, that is: ⋖ ⊆≤C , and, furthermore, the controller, in turn,

completes the chunks following the generated vector clock order

(corresponding to ≤C ). We show its code in Figure 5.

Order Construction. In Vorpalchunk , a chunk is created by

incrementing the local clock register — all stores in the chunk will

receive the same timestamp (as with Vorpal0, the timestamp has as

many entries as there are cores in the system). A new chunk of stores

is created on seeing new store following an earlier persist fence

or load-acquire (lines 22 and 21 respectively). In addition to these

instruction-triggered chunk boundaries, to simplify enforcement

across memory controllers, Vorpalchunk creates a new chunk when

the next store is issued to a different memory controller than the

previous one ( line 21). Cores also occasionally start new chunks to

maintain liveness (line 32).

When a core starts a new chunk, the core sends the previous

chunk, along with the count of stores inside the chunk, to the

corresponding controller and resets the count of the number of

18 // Corei State and Events (Order Construction)
19 clock_register C; Integer ChunkCount; Set<Store> Chunk;
20 On: Issue persistent store or store−rel S
21 if (S switches controller ∨S is first store after load−acq
22 ∨S is first store after persist fence){
23 Ci + +; Issue Chunk w/ ChunkCount to MCs Pending Set;
24 ChunkCount:=0; Chunk:=∅;
25 }
26 Add S to Chunk; ChunkCount++; V S

:= C ;
27 On: Issue store−rel S (non−persistent)
28 V S

:= C ;
29 On: Issue load−acq A that synchronizes−with store−rel S
30 C := C ⊕ V S ;
31 On: Occasionally when ChunkCount,0
32 Ci + +; Issue Chunk w/ ChunkCount to MCs Pending Set;
33 ChunkCount:=0; Chunk:=∅;
34 // MC State and Events (Order Enforcement)
35 clock_register P;
36 On: Occasionally
37 if(∃ChunkChunk ∈ Pendinд ∧Chunk < Persisted
38 ∧immediately_succeeds(P, VChunk ))
39 {Persisted := Persisted ∪Chunk ; P := P ⊕ VChunk ;}
40 On: Received broadcast clock B
41 P := P ⊕ B ;
42 On: Occasionally
43 Broadcast P;

Figure 5: Vorpalchunk : The pseudo-code for Vorpalchunk , a vector
clock Vorpal algorithm that constructs and enforces ordering at a

relaxed granularity of chunks. Actions of the cores and the memory

controllers (MC) are shown.

stores (ChunkCount ) inside a chunk (lines 23 and 32). Controllers

use the ChunkCount for order enforcement: they must be sure all

stores in any earlier chunk are persistent (by checking the number

of stores tagged with the earlier chunk’s timestamp) before it can

persist any store in a subsequent chunk.

Vorpalchunk ’s clock-order subsumes the persist-before order

(and therefore meets order construction). Instructions that induce

a persist-before ordering (either a persist fence, store-release, or

load-acquire) result in a chunk boundary the increment of the local

clock register. The use of chunks is safe since stores in a chunk not

persist-before ordered with respect to each other.

Order Enforcement. Vorpalchunk inherits its order enforce-

ment code at the memory controller from the simpler Vorpal0, but

its code operates on chunks instead of stores. That is, if some pend-

ing chunk has yet to be persisted and is the immediate successor

to the progress register P , then all component stores in the chunk

can be persisted by the controller (line 36). Note that the count of

stores inside the chunk is made known to its controller by the core

at chunk dispatch time, hence it can safely complete the chunk’s

component stores in any order and then mark the chunk as com-

plete (chunks can be sent piecemeal if necessary). As with Vorpal,

the memory controller occasionally broadcasts its clock to allow

for cross-controller progress (line 40).

For the correctness of order enforcement, the proof previously

laid out for Vorpal0’s enforcement can be reapplied verbatim, sub-

stituting “chunks” for “stores”. This substitution is possible because

an individual chunk is assigned a single timestamp, and stores that

share a timestamp are unordered. Similarly, the Vorpal0 proof of

liveness applies, substituting in chunks for stores.
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5.2 Vorpalchunk+
Although Vorpalchunk has fewer extraneous orderings relative to

Vorpal0, the demarcation of chunks based on controller memory

regions creates false orderings. Below we propose Vorpalchunk+
which provides away to remove these extraneous orderings through

the use of sub-chunks.
In Vorpalchunk+, cores do not create chunk boundaries between

persistent stores issued to different memory controllers — a chunk

spans all stores between two persist ordering instructions. Instead,

in Vorpalchunk+, within a chunk, cores create sub-chunks when
they switch controllers. Sub-chunks of a given chunk all share a

timestamp but are persisted at different memory controllers; thus a

chunk is broken into a sequence of sub-chunks.

With regard to order creation, this modification is safe, as stores

in different sub-chunks are still unordered with respect to each

other in both clock-order and persists-before. However, enforcing

the order becomes a problem as every component sub-chunk of

some chunkC across all memory controllers needs to persist before

any store of a subsequent chunk C ′
is persisted.

To solve this issue, we use a type of “chain notification”: for a

given chunk, every controller that persists a sub-chunk notifies

the controller of the next sub-chunk when it finishes persisting

but does not increment its local progress clock. The controller that

persists the final sub-chunk in a chunk it increments its progress

clock (eventually broadcasting this new timestamp to the other

controllers). The effect of this chained notification is that the final

memory controller effectively persisted all the entire chunk.

To implement this optimization, each sub-chunk contains a

unique id, along with the ids of its successor and predecessor sub-

chunks within the original chunk. Since chunks are issued by a

single thread, sub-chunks can be ordered by the thread’s executed

program order. A single integer register, along with a unique core

id, suffices for the id.

Vorpalchunk+ also correctly achieves order enforcement: if two

stores are clock-ordered, the first’s chunk will entirely complete

across all memory controllers before any progress clock is incre-

mented, and, by the immediate successor property, the second’s

chunk must wait until the first’s chunk completes; otherwise the

proof of order enforcement is the same. Similarly, the liveness ar-

guments of Vorpalchunk directly apply.

6 VORPALH : HIERARCHY-BASED VECTOR
CLOCK ORDERING

The above Vorpal variants capture and enforce the persist-before

order with few false orderings, however, they are unlikely to scale

to a many-socket machine because clock and timestamp size grows

in proportion to the number of cores in the system. Since the al-

gorithms require a clock entry per core, the vector clocks can get

quite large and, more problematically, they ignore the organiza-

tional structure of the machine (see Figure 1).

In this section, we introduce a hierarchical variant of Vorpal,

VorpalH . VorpalH uses a two-level clock hierarchy — a global clock
across sockets and many socket-specific local clocks across the lo-
cal cores. A global clock contains an entry for each socket in the

system, while the clock size for the socket-specific local clock is

the number of cores inside the socket. The global clock for the

44 // Socketp Gateway: State and Events (Order Construction)
45 clock_register L[N]; clock_register G;
46 typedef enum type = {LOCAL, GLOBAL}; type chunk_type = GLOBAL;
47 On: Received a first store event S after load−acq, persistent fence, or controller−switch
48 from local corei
49 if(no remote stores or updates to G since this event fired last){L[i]i + +;}
50 else{Gp + +;}
51 type new_chunk_type := (destination_socket(S)==p)?LOCAL:GLOBAL;
52 if(chunk_type==LOCAL ∧new_chunk_type==GLOBAL)
53 Notify core to dispatch chunk and mark as last local chunk
54 else
55 Notify core to dispatch chunk
56 chunk_type:=new_chunk_type
57 On: Received a store−rel S from local corei
58 V S

l := (L[i], G, p);
59 On: Received a load−acq A from local corei that synchronizes−with local store−rel S
60 L[i] := L[i] ⊕ V S

l ;
61 On: Received a load acq A from local corei that synchronizes−with remote store−rel S
62 G := G ⊕ V S

д ;
63 On: Received a clock request from local corei to be assigned to a chunk
64 Reply with clock (L[i], G, p);
65 // Core state and Events (Order Construction)
66 Integer ChunkCount; Set<Store> Chunk;
67 On: Any load−acquire, store−rel, persistent fence
68 or when a persistent store switches controller or on a first store after load−acq
69 Forward the event to the gateway
70 On: Received gateway notification to dispatch chunk (bool mark)
71 (Vl , Vд ) := RequestClocksFromGateway();
72 if(mark){mark_as_last_local(Chunk);}
73 {Issue Chunk w/ ChunkCount to MCs Pending Set;}
74 On: Issue persistent store S
75 Add S to Chunk; ChunkCount++;
76 On: Occasionally
77 Issue persist fence;
78 // MC State and Events (Order Enforcement)
79 clock_register Pд ; clock_register Pl ;
80 On: Occasionally complete chunks
81 if(∃ChunkChunk ∈ Pendinд
82 ∧ Chunk < Persisted ∧immediately_succeeds(Pl , VChunk

l )
83 ∧immediately_succeeds(Pд, VChunk

д ) ∧is_from_local_socket(Chunk)){
84 Persisted := Persisted ∪Chunk ; Pl := Pl ⊕ VChunk

l ;
85 if(is_last_local(Chunk))
86 {Persisted := Persisted ∪Chunk ; Pд := Pд ⊕ VChunk

д ;}
87 }
88 if(∃ChunkChunk ∈ Pendinд ∧Chunk < Persisted
89 ∧immediately_succeeds(Pд, VChunk

д ) ∧!is_from_local_socket(Chunk))
90 Persisted := Persisted ∪Chunk ; Pд := Pд ⊕ VChunk

д ;
91 On: Received broadcast clock Bl
92 Pl := Pl ⊕ Bl ;
93 On: Received broadcast clock Bд
94 Pд := Pд ⊕ Bд ;
95 On: Occasionally
96 Broadcast both Pl and Pд ;

Figure 6: VorpalH : The pseudo-code for VorpalH , a vector-clock

hierarchy-based Vorpal algorithm designed for large multi-socket

systems. Actions of the cores, gateways and the memory controllers

are shown.

socket subsumes all local clocks in that same socket. Using hier-

archy, VorpalH achieves a reduction in vector clock sizes, a task

necessary to scale persistence ordering to large-scale systems. As

the algorithm needs to capture messages heading into and out

of the socket, VorpalH leverages the socket’s single gateway for

processing messages across the server’s FIFO inter-socket network.

Order Construction. In VorpalH , each store is labeled using a

hierarchical vector clock with a hierarchical timestamp. This more

detailed timestamp consists of two vector clock times (the global
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and local clock), along with the store’s socket of origin. We write

the hierarchical timestamp U originating at socket p as the tuple

(Ul ,Uд ,p). Hierarchical timestamps generate a hierarchical clock
order, written ≤H . Given two timestamps U = (Ul ,Uд ,p) and
V = (Vl ,Vд ,q), the order (≤H ) between the timestamps can be

stated as follows: (Ul ,Uд) ≤H (Vl ,Vд) ⇐⇒ (Uд < Vд) or (Uд =
Vд and Ul < Vl and p = q). VorpalH uses the per-socket gateway

to assign global and local timestamps to store instructions of that

socket. The gateway monitors the traffic into and out of its socket

and is, therefore, a useful location for managing the clocks: the

gateway contains a clock register (G) for the global clock and local

clock registers (L[N ]) for every one of the N cores of the socket.

The overall structure of VorpalH is similar to the non-hierarchical

variants. However, in VorpalH , cores do not keep their own clocks

locally, but instead have a clock on the gateway – the gateway

serves as a serializing point for all chunks within the socket. A

VorpalH core queries its gateway for copies of the global and its

local clock. Upon receiving the clocks, a core sends the chunks it

generates to the corresponding controllers along with their times-

tamps. The controllers then persist the chunks respecting the ≤H
order, as specified by the hierarchical vector order.

Figure 6 shows the VorpalH algorithm. Like Vorpalchunk , VorpalH
groups together unordered stores into chunks, that all have the

same timestamp. Like Vorpalchunk , the boundaries between chunks

are created at memory controller switches, persist fences, or load-

acquire synchronization events. VorpalH further differentiates be-

tween local chunks, whose stores are persisted by a memory con-

troller in the local socket, and global chunks, that are persisted by

remote memory controllers.

As the socket’s gateway participates in VorpalH on behalf of

the cores of that socket — cores must query the gateway for their

clocks (line 71). The constructed order as captured in the local and

global clock registers is used to make the local and global clock

assignments to the chunks at the cores (line 64 and line 73) and

to construct a per-socket total order across chunks. VorpalH uses

this total order to issue timestamps based on the adjacent chunk

type. When two successive chunks (in the total order serialized

by the socket’s gateway) are local, the algorithm uses the local

clock registers (lines 49, 58 and 60) to order them, thereby avoiding

publishing the ordering beyond the socket. In contrast, for any two

successive chunks (again, within the socket’s total order) in which

one chunk is global, the algorithm orders them by the global clock

(lines 49, 58 and 62). These timestamp rules on successive chunks

mean the gateway oscillates between issuing global chunks, each

with increasing global timestamps, and local chunks, each with an

increasing local timestamp but common global timestamp (line 46).

By reasoning about local and global chunks, we can demonstrate

that VorpalH ’s order construction is correct. Consider any two

stores that are adjacent in persist-before. Their ordering is induced

by either a persist fence or persist-before ordering induced through

the release-acquire order. Their corresponding chunks are also

either local or global. If both are local, the ordering instruction (the

persist fence or load-acquire) will result in ordering by the local

vector clocks in the gateway (line 49) before the second store. If

either one is or both are global, the intervening ordering instruction

will result in ordering by the global vector clock (line 50) before

Algorithms At At Memory At Per store/store-rel
Core Controller Gateway or chunk

Vorpal0 (C ) (C ) None (C )

Vorpalchunk (C ) (C ) None (C +CT )

Vorpalchunk+ (C ) (C +CI ) None (C +CT + 3 ∗CI )
VorpalH None (Csocket (Csocket× (S +MB) - inter-socket

+ S ) Csocket + S ) (Csocket + S ) - intra-socket

Table 1: Metadata sizes (clocks and timestamps).C is the num-

ber of cores in the system, S is the number of sockets,Csocket is the
number of cores per socket,M is the number of memory controllers

in the system,CT is the size of the “chunk count” variable required

in Vorpalchunk and Vorpalchunk+, CI is the size needed for the

“chunk id” in Vorpalchunk+, andMB is the mark bit whose size is 1

used by VorpalH .

the second store. In either case, the stores are ordered by the clock

order ≤H .

Order Enforcement. Order enforcement in VorpalH takes ad-

vantage of the fact that its clock-order is nested, that is, two or more

local chunks may carry the same global clock but are ordered by

their local clock.

For enforcement, VorpalH maintains two progress registers at

a controller, one for the local clock (Pl ) and another for global

clocks (Pд ). The controller completes the global chunks in global

clock order (line 89) and the local chunks nested within the global

chunk in their local clock order (line 83), updating the global and

local progress registers respectively. When persisting local chunks,

we delay updating the global progress clock until all nested local

chunks that share a global timestamp are persisted. We accomplish

this tracking using a single bit to mark the final local chunk before

a global one (lines 53, 72, and 85).

Reasoning about global and local chunks also demonstrates that

VorpalH ’s order enforcement is correct. Using the safety proof of

Vorpalchunk , global chunks (and their stores) are correctly per-

sisted with respect to other global chunks. Similarly, local chunks

(and their stores) are persisted in the correct order with respect

to other local chunks. Furthermore, local chunks are ordered with

respect to subsequent global chunks through the marking mecha-

nism, which guarantees an earlier local chunk persists before any

subsequent global chunk, and persists after earlier global chunks

by the immediate succession check on the global progress clock.

Liveness. Like all other Vorpal algorithms, VorpalH is live. The

liveness proof of Vorpal0 applies verbatim here, substituting “chunk”

for “store”, and running the proof twice: first to show that global

chunks are live, then to show that local chunks are live.

7 RESULTS

Metadata cost analysis. Vorpal incurs a metadata cost both in

the clock registers at cores memory controllers, and gateways, and

also in the timestamp sizes for different messages. Table 1 summa-

rizes the overall metadata costs for different Vorpal algorithms.

With regard to the metadata cost for stores and chunks, VorpalH
not only reduced the effective size of messages by a factor C (num-

ber of cores) to a factor S (number of sockets) compared to Vorpal0,

but also enables many of the Vorpal MC broadcasts to be restricted

inside the socket.We observe a 56% average reduction in the number
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Figure 7: Scalability of Vorpalchunk .
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Figure 8: Scalability of VorpalH .

Figure 9: Broadcasts saved by VorpalH versus Vorpalchunk .

of broadcasts. Figure 9 shows the percentage broadcasts saved by

the individual benchmarks (relative to the broadcasts in Vorpalchunk ).

Performance and scalability analysis. We implemented our

algorithm as a shared memory system on top of the MARSSx86 [34]

simulator to model our performance. The simulator models an

out-of-order core running at 4GHZ. To test our solution, we use

applications from the persistent memory Whisper suite for our

evaluation [32].To model a non-volatile memory with slower write

speed, we set the NVMM write latency to 600 cycles [11, 32]). and

set the NVMM read and DRAM read/write latency to 150 cycles.

Like ARM [4], our model does not assume that the memory con-

trollers have access to residual power and will not be flushed to

persistence on failure (in contrast to Intel’s ADR [39] domain for

Optane DC). For comparison, we modeled a non-distributed order-

ing implementation, where each core coordinates its own persistent

ordering via synchronous messages with one memory controller

at a time (similar to Kolli et al. [22]). We call it CPU-Sync, and
we compare it against the Vorpal implementations. CPU-Sync re-

quires synchronous messages between CPU and MC to enforce

every ARP generated order. In contrast, we also implemented Ideal.
Ideal witnesses no persistence-induced CPU stalls, i.e. the persis-

tent stores are assumed to complete instantaneously. The Ideal

baseline can be considered the best case scenario for persistence

wherein the performance penalty of enforcing the order is zero.

To evaluate the effect of controllers we vary the number of total

number memory controllers as well as the number of sockets (e.g.

VorpalH 4-Socket-8-MC has four sockets with two MCs each).

We assume a 200 ns delay per inter-socket hop and topology with

a single socket connected to at most two other sockets. Writes to

the persistent memory generated by the stores of a given core are

sent to the memory controllers at the granularity of a cache line.

Each MC has a bounded length queue of 64 entries, each the size

of a cache line. Each entry also stores the vector clock metadata

for the line. We assume a 4 KB page size and spread consecutive

pages across the controllers in a round robin fashion, as expected

on interleaved NVMM [19]. All the figures show the average over

eight runs — we did not notice any large variation.

Figure 7 Vorpalchunk , compared to CPU-Sync and Ideal, vary-

ing the number of memory controllers. Vorpal’s performance ap-

proaches that of Ideal with increasing controller count, by being able

to exploit the parallelism offered by multiple memory controllers

and deferred completion enabled by vector clocks, as opposed to

the synchronous scheme. Most workloads benefit significantly from

the proposed scheme (except for echo due to high store intensity).

In Figure 8 we show the results of VorpalH for a multi-socket

setting with additional hop latencies. Large slowdowns relative to

Ideal are witnessed here for CPU-Sync. Compared to the slowdowns

on a single socket system (Figure 7), the slowdowns witnessed are

much higher, with slowdowns over 2×. VorpalH due to its latency

tolerance provides significant benefits in this setting.

8 RELATEDWORK

Memory Persistency. In anticipation of the arrival of persis-

tent memory devices, the research community has undertaken a

significant effort in preparing various components of the system

stack (from cores to caches to memory controllers) for their ar-

rival [20, 22, 24]. Vorpal sits alongside a number of architectural

solutions for enforcing the persists-before order. Most existing

systems enforce persist orderings using synchronous communica-

tion [4, 20–23, 32, 35, 40, 41]. None of these systems scales to tens

of MCs. Since ordering is enforced with some form of enqueue and

acknowledgement messages, messages introduce slow serializing

communication. Our design specifically deals with the challenge of

scaling with multiple MCs through a distributed algorithm.

Alongside the architectural community, the theory community

has explored what persistent memory means at the language level,

investigating novel persistencymodels [35] for specifying the persists-

before order, e.g. [17, 18, 37]. Other work has explored systems soft-

ware, such as transactional memory-type abstractions [7, 16, 27, 45],

file systems [47], and data structures [8, 13, 33, 44].

Vector Clocks. Vector clocks were introduced independently in

1988 by Mattern [30] and Fidge [12] as a method of ordering events

in a distributed setting. In this manner, the clocks improved on the

original scalar clocks of Lamport [26], which could not represent

the partially ordered relationship between distributed events. Other

methods of tracking logical time, including matrix time, have been

proposed, for a summary of methods see [43]. The size of vector

clocks has repeatedly been a concern, resulting in various methods

of shrinking them [25, 42].

Causal Consistency. In a causal consistency model, observers

cannot see a data item before they can see the data items that in-

fluenced its creation, a notion that shows some similarities with

ARP. Causal consistency has drawn attention recently as it is the

strongest consistency model available in the presence of parti-

tions [29]. Causal memory [2] evolved from applying the notion of

the causal ordering of events in a distributed system [26] to reads

and writes. Enforcing causal consistency (for a summary, see [5]) in

a distributed system has some similarities to our Vorpal algorithms
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enforcement of persist-before. Often, causal consistency is tracked

using logical clocks (such as vector clocks) (e.g. [9, 10, 28]), and

may even be hierarchical [6].

9 CONCLUSION
This paper addresses the problem of ensuring the ordering of stores

on large-scale persistent memory systems. Previous solutions do

not scale with core and memory controller count. In this paper, we

proposed a distributed solution to the problem of persistent order-

ing using vector clocks. Our algorithms provide both scalability and

performance (with an average speedup of 48%), while overcoming

the limitations of applying vector clocks in this setting. We plan

to explore even better algorithms and reflect on how the proposed

implementations may impact persistent memory semantics as part

of future work, for instance, leveraging other work in compressing

vector clocks or combining the vector registers between cores.
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